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Takes Turn
For Worse

Let's Take The
Red Barn.
Go Big E!

Volume 38

Number 13

Vets Club To Hold
Scholarship Ball
Next Friday Night

i960—The opening of a new decade and the promise of peace which
unfortunately always gets pushed aside by threats and sword-rattlings.
But for America the year was one of changes.
We elected a young millionaire president with his promise of new
frontiers and intelligent leadership. The new frontiers haven't ap«eared on the horizon yet but the intelligent leadership is here, if
award's staff proves to be big enough.
I
The world's attention and criticism was drawn to the U. S. by the
U-2 incident, the Summit Collapse, and the cancellation of Ike's visit
to Japan. The U. S. replied "all's fair in love and war but we just
happened to get caught."
On January 13. 1961. Walnut Veterans' Club of Eastern. The
A continent came alive as Africans threw-off the mantle of
Hall will be the scene of a semi- affair which will last from 8 p.m.
1 colonialism and twenty-one new nations were born. Twenty-one na- formal
dance sponsored by the to 12 p.m. will feature the Maroontions that have to choose which side of the Cold War they want in on.
liners, the college orchestra.
■he U. S., slow to act for fear of offending our allies' colonial policy
Mr. Parkhurst. the sponsor of
ost to Russia the favorable "first" Impression and the West now fears
the Vets Club of Eastern, has
hat "dark Africa" may become "red".
announced that all proceeds from
But the fear of Communism was brought more sharply to the
the dance will go Into a scholarJohn Does of America—Fidel Castro, that bearded, cigar-smoking good
ship fund which is to be a living
guy who ran that bad guy Batista out, suddenly turned out to be a
memorial to honor the late F. D.
commie and the Iron Curtain now reached into our own hemisphere.
"Don" Miller. He also stated that
If this wasn't enough, we were stunned and fascinated by the movie
not only this, but all the profits
pictures of ehanting-banner waving Japanese students who caused the
received from the different proKislii government to fall and Ike to cancel his visit. Somehow the
jects of the Vets Club will be turnV. S. couldn't understand that a country didn't want to sign a defense
ed over to this scholarship fund.
treaty with us and feared a nuclear war—"Just a bunch of students
The goal for the fund has been
misled by a bunch of commies. No need to worry". Yes, but a bunch
Bet
at $1,000.00 for this year.
Of students that in another generation will be running their country.
The veterans and the officers—
While the world appeared to be falling apart, the John Does of
Chester Buchanan, president;
America tried to forget Khrushchev's shoe-pounding at the U. N. by
Louie Vaughn, vice-president; and
looking at the domestic scene. The national election proved to be the
Ronald Adkinson. secretary-treaclosest of the century as more Americans than ever got out and camsurer will hold a meeting at a
paigned.
i«*'l««
later date to decide on an approThe teenagers were happy as Elvis came home, and current idols
priate theme,, and to make the
such as Fabian and Avalon were forced to share the spotlight.
final preparations.
Hollywood rediscovered sex as movies became franker and more
adult. It seems as if all taboos were removed as movies dealt with
every perversion in the abnormal psyc. book.
The Big movie was born as Hollywood was determined to give
\he public something they couldn't have on TV.
Men rejoiced as the fashion experts raised the hemlines and kneeticklers became the college rage.
Eastern now has another official
Dr. E. SUnley Jones
A state college in Kentucky got a new president, and that coldance band
in addition to the
lege's newspaper began to speak out for the students.
Maroonliners.
Unfortunately all was not peaceful and serene on the local scene
Organized
recently by Jim
as the country added a new word to its vocabulary: sit-In. This new
Layne, senior dance band leader
movement led by college students proved to be a forceful means of
is a new twelve-piece band, the
achieving human rights.
Marooners. The Marooners were
In all the year was one marked by the spirit of youth.—In Japan,
organized
the benifit of orthe United States, and Africa the youth were beginning to assume
Dr. E. Stanley Jones, inter- ganizationsfor
who can not afford
their responsibilities and speak out at the moral corruptness of nationally known Christian misthe larger band for their dances
today's world.
sionary, evangelist, and . author or
those organizations who
will be the guest speaker at First do for
not wish to have such a big
Methodist
Church
in
Richmond
on
SOCIAL SCIENCE SURVEY
as the Maroonliners (eighSunday morning, January 8, at band
teen-pleces).
10:45.
The new band plays approximBorn in Baltimore, Dr. Jones ately the same music aa the
went to India as a. missionary in Maroonliners with the addition of
1B07. Up to that time missionary more faking and ad lib jam sesThe four sections of Social Science 100 under the instruction of work had mainly been among sions The Marooners recently perDr. J. O. Van Hook compiled lists of the qualifications of the ideal out-casts and low-casts, but his formed
Lee's Jr. College In
mate. These lists included fourteen qualifications for women and interpretation of Christ interested Jackson, at Kentucky
where they
fifteen qualifications for men. They were compiled partly from qualifi- the intellectuals among the high played at the "Annual
Christmas
cations stressed in the text and partly from characteristics which the caste Hindus and Mohammodans. Dance."
participating students proposed to include.
Since World War II, he has spent
Members of the new band are:
saxophones, Jack Homer, Jobs
One hundred thirty-three of the character: (4) good companion; six months each year overseas.
He is the author of 22 books, Witt, Bill Campbell. Jim Layne;
153 students in these four sections (5) virginity; (6) attractive face; translated
into more than 30 trumpets. Arlle Noble, Mi. Dean
participated 63 women and 70 (7) domesticity: (8) similar social languages. Among the better Gatwood. Gary Hold swortfc;
and
cultural
background;
(91
atmen. Each rearranged the alpha- tractive figure; (10) same re- known are his early "The Christ trombones, Darryl Brown, T"l wiili I
Gatwood; piano, John Raakun;
betcial list of characteristics in ligion, but not
necessarily the of the Indian Road" and later, bass,
arthur Eve; drums, Jerry
the order of preference. Each same denomination; (11) dress "Abundant Living."
Dr. Jones, because of his great Riches.
participant
was urged to take neatly and becomingly; (121 good influence in the East, has been
Layne also has any size of band
time for studied consideration of conversationist, but not too talkto serve as reconciler between available down to three peices.
the various 'characteristics before ative; (18) not likely to kill hus- able
submitting his list unsigned. The band's vote; and (14) education East and West.
He originated the "Ashrame."
point rating was one for first above the high school level.
Although "'virginity'" received a retreat for Christians in which
place in the list, and so on to
fourteen (fifteen in the case of the highest number of first-place the members try to be "the Kingdom in miniature." Each summer
men) for last place in the list. The votes
121). this characteristic he personally directs several of
totals, therefore, indicate composite preference, and actually dropped to fifth place in the com- these "Ashrame" extending from
correspond 4o no individual's list. posite rating, due in part to the New England to California.
Arlene Hatton
and Mary Jo
Dr. Jones' appearance in RichMen. how do you rate? Here is fact that five of the participating
Radden attended the national conthe composite preference of sixty- fen were not sufficiently to list it mond was made possible by the vention of Pi Omega PI, national
three "co-eds:" ill ambitious: (2) at all. These men were assumed to fact that he is to be the principal honorary business education fratgood morals; (3) good provider; have given last place to "virgin- speaker for the Pastors' Con- ernity, held during the Christmas
ference of the Kentucky Council
(4) high regard for virtuous
holidays.
womanhood; (5 education above ity." On the whole it seemed that of Churches to be held in LexingThe convention ran from Dec.
the high school level: 16) same re- men were not sufficiently concern- ton in January.
27 through Dec. 29; and while at
ligion; (7l good companion; (8) ed to list it at all. These men were
this,
the girls had a chance to
Ima Student said last week. "I
affectionate; (9) good manners; were assumed to have riven last never
heard of Laos until I read attend the National Business'
(10) good sense of humor; (11)
Teachers Convention where they
the Progress."
similar socio-economic satus; (121 place to "virginity." On the whole
had a chance to talk with leading
it
seemed
the
men
were
relatively
considerate and
understanding
educator and authors In the field
Duncan Hines onoe said "I of business education.
(13) physically strong, but not little concerned with the possibility
necessarily robust; < 14) good mix- that wives might kill their votes: never mind the cafeteria food
Arlene is president of the local
and apparently a majority of when I have a copy of the Prog- chapter of Pi Omerga Pi, and
er; and (15) handsome.
All of these characteristics were these seventy men would be will- ress to read."
Mary Jo is secretary. "
regarded aa highly desirable. Ten ing to marry a woman without
Senator Kennedy was heard to
The death rate among America
of them received one or more any college education if certain
first-place votes. "Good morals'' other characteristics were not say that what we need is Progress. policyholders of ordinary life inlacking.
However,
a
majority
ot
surance
for 1960 is estimated at
received the highest number of
Incoming Sec. of Defense Robt. 6 for every 1,000 persons. This Is
first-place votes (151. and "high the participating men are freshregard for virtuous womanhood" men and, therefore, may adopt a MacNamara said even a Republi- less by a small fraction than 1959,
received the highest number of different attitude before gradua- can can work for Progress in a and represents a decrease of about
democratic administration.
one-fifth over the last 40 years.
second-place votes (14). There tion from college.
should be solace for many men in
the fact that a man need not be
handsome in order to attract a
mate.
"Co-ed." how do you rate? Here
is the composite preference of
seventy men: (1) good personality; (2) affectionate; (31 good

Laos Is still the world's trouble
apot. Reports of infiltration of
Communist troops into Laos have
prompted the calling of a meeting
of the Southeast Asia Treaty Organization Council (SEATO)..
Confirmed estimates of the number of Red Troops have not been
given but some officials have said
that 3000 troops have invaded the
small Southeast Asian country*
Whether the entervening troops
are North Vetnamese. Red Chinese
i ethers is not known. The Laotian
Government announced that Communist forces have captured Laos'
strategic central plain.
No appeal to SEATO has been
made by Laos, but each SEATO
member realizes that an armed
attack in the treaty area "would
endanger its own peace and safety,
and agrees that it will in that
event act to meet the common
danger in accordance with its constitutional processes."
Cuba—
Official* In Cuba are still saying that the United States Is planning to invade Cuba, and US officials are still denying the accusations.
Kentucky—
"Strong administration support"
was pledged by pres.-elect John
Kennedy for a program aimed at
relieving depressed areas, including Eaistern Kentucky. Immediate
plans would provide more good,
unemployment - compensation funds, public works, and relief for
the needy. Long range programs
would rely on loans to attract new
industries
Into the
depressed
areas.
Africa—
Top leaders of several African
4±**- ■*> "•■' -».—-*
.r*i,
r
*~~
countries have been tevHcd t. «ti
...
tend an African summit conference. Recommendations for the A NEW SNOW, A NEW YEAR, NEW RESOLUTIONS. The snow which fell New Year's Day transIdea of an African command which formed the campus into a winter wonderland and partially eased the pain of returning from the holidays.
might eventually replace the U.N.
Photo by Dan Webster
in the Congo. On Algeria, the conference is likely to urge taking
the question to the U.N.
Congo
Belgium has been accused of
violating the "hands-off" resolutions of the U.N. regarding the
EVANSTON, Illinois. Jan. 8— A national organization of college
The army, faced with n "rumCongo. Belgium officials allowed students defending Congress' investigatory power has been formed, it pus revolt" in some areas against
troops of Col. Joseoh Mobutu to was announced here today.
compulsory ROTC, can site eight
travel through a U. N. trust terThe Students' Committee for Congressional Autonomy, which will impressive present day examples
ritory, administered by the Bel- direct its initial efforts at countering the Communist-led drive to of the program's role in providing
gians, in order to enter rebel-con- abolish the House Un-American Activities Committee (HUAC), will be army leaders.
trolled Kivu Province.
headed by two brothers attending Northwestern University.
Four ROTC graduate's today
Washington
James Kolbe, a freshman major- said that the students' committee hold top assignments as fourstar
President-elect John Kennedy is ing in political science, and John will seek to organize support for generals, a significant number
still working on appointees to his Kolbe, a senior in the Medill School HUAC wherever it holds its hear- considering there are only eleven
C. Weaver, president of the Na- of Journalism, are co-chairmen of ings. This is a direct counterat- full generals (5 star) now serving
tional Association for the Ad- the committee, which has its na- tack to displays such as the riots on active duty.
vancement of Colored People, as tional headquarters at 610 Lincoln which broke out last May when
In ad dit I o n, four lieutenant
Director of Federal Housing Com- Street, Evanston, Illinois.
Both HUAC held hearings in San Fran- generals out of a total of 35 on
mission.
boys are from Patagonia, Arizona. cisco.
active duty are ROTC graduates,
In a letter to all members of
"Operation Abolition," a contro- signments is Lt. General John A
Congress released today, the bro- versial film depicting the Com- Dabney, deputy assistant sethers ask Senators and Represen- munist-directed riots, is being cretary of defense (international
tatives to "join in this fight to shown across the country to civic, security affairs I for disarmarment
protect the autonomous right of church, and school groups. He and military affairs. Gen. Dabney
is a graduate of the ROTC corps
Congress to inform itself and the
A series of three one-act plays American public of the persons said the new organization plans at the University of Kentucky.
will be presented, thursday night. and practices which would cor- to sponsor the film whenever posAre there any future generals
January 12 at 7:00. The plays will rupt or destroy our way of life." sible and accompany it with a at wistern?
background
commentary.
When
be presented in the Little Theatre. They point to the long tradition
available, reports from the House
Marlene Swanson will direct the behind the legislative investigatory
and the Internal Secomedy, "The Ugly Duckling." The power dating back to the parlia- committee
Subcommittee, counterpart
plot concerns the attempts of a mentary inquiries of the Kith cen- curity
group in the Senate also under
Mr. Joseph A. Shearer and Mr.
King -to marry his homely daugh- tury.
frequent attack, will be nationally Charles
W. Allen, Jr.. of the Belter to an unsuspecting Prince. The
The two youths assert that Com- distributed by the S. C. C. A.
knap Hardware and Manufacturcast of this play was not available. munists and "many anti-American
The committee already has stu- ing Company. Louisville 2. KenEugene O'Neils sensational one- individuals and organizations"
act, "Before Breakfast" will also would gain the most from the dent representatives on 30 college tucky, will be on campus Wednescampuses,
including Harvard, Yale, day, January
11. 1961, for the
be presented on that night. Eliza- weakening of the investigatory
beth Shaw has the only speaking power, because Congressional com- Antioch, Holy Cross, Chicago, purpose of interviewing students
Indiana,
Northwestern,
Wisconsin,
who
may
be
interested
in sales
role in this two character play. Mr. mittees "have been so successful
Tulane, Kansas, Arizona, and work upon graduation.
Honaker will be the director.
in uncovering the true nature of Stanford.
Interviews will be held in Room
The feature of the 3 play pro- their operations."
202 of the Student Union Buildgram will be Thorton Wilder"*.
The
Kolbes
concluded
the
letter
ing from 9:00 a.m. until 2:30 p.m.
"Pullman Car Hiawatha," a play by stating that Congress cannot
If you would like to have an inwith 28 characters. The roles will pass
intelligent laws when its interview with these gentlemen.
be portrayed by members of Mr. vestigations are hindered by "such
Plfase
Report To The Placement
Honaker's Acting class.
sniper tactics." The letter is timed
Office At Once—Room 1, AdminThis is the second program of to coincide with the opening of
Dean W. J. Moore has been ao- istration Bldg.
one-act plays that has been Congress, when Rep. James Roose- pointed
a member of the permanMr. SheareT is a '39 graduate of
presented by L. T. C. this season. velt (D.-Calif.) is expected to call ent committee for the up-grading Eastern
and former President of
They plan to present others in for the abolishment of the Un- of school administrators in the the Alumni
Association-1959-90.
the future and will have try-outs American Activities Committee. state. The committee was autsoon for the next major producJames Kolbe, 18, formerly a horized at the recent meeting of
tion.
page in the United States Senate, the Kentucky Association of
School Administrators in Louisville.
The following professors of
The fall semester ends Friday. January 20. at 5:00 p. m. Classes
Eastern will be in Louisville this
by Ruby Smith
will meet for examinations only beginning Tuesday, January 17.
weekend in order to attend meetExaminations should be given the last possible date In accordance
ings sponsored by the Advisory
Looking back over 1960, we close loss for Burnam.
with the following schedule:
out the year with memories that
Two new dormitories, a new Committee to the Council on
Monday, January 16—Night classes will have their examinaPublic Higher Education: Dean
housing
project
for
the
married
were both happy and sad—or motions.
W. J. Moore. Dr. R. E. Jaggers.
students,
along
with
other
construcments that were full of excitement
Tuesday, January 17—Classes meeting the 1st. 3rd. 5th, 7th,
tion has made i960 a year of Dr. D. T. Fen-ell. and Dr. W. A.
and 9th periods will have examinations at the regular class period.
and of others that were somewhat growth and expansion. Let us hope Sprague
Wednesday, January 18--Classes meeting the 1st. 3rd, 5th. 7th,
dull.
On Sunday morning, January 8.
that 1961 will see continued alland 9th periods will have examinations at the regular class period.
a sub-committee will consider the
Probably the biggest event of the around improvement.
Thursday. January 19-- Classes meeting the 2nd, 4th. 6th. and
past year was the inauguration of
Record breaking enrollment for matter of the selection of candi8th periods will have examinations at the regular class period.
a new president. Dr. Robert A. the fall of i960 and the addition dates for administrative positions.
Friday, January 20—Classes meeting the 2nd, 4th. 6th, and 8th
Martin. The pomp and ceremony of 28 new members to Eastern's All four Eastern faculty members
periods will have examinations at the regular class period.
surrounding the days activities teaching staff, gives further In- will be in attendance at this meetSaturday, January 21—Classes for in-service students will have
culminated with the Inaugural dication of the trend toward a gen- ing.
examinations.
Ball. Dr. Martin led the Grand eral enlargement of the school.
Sunday afternoon at 2:00 p.m.
Classes meeting the 1st period on Mondays and Thursdays only
March and Tommy Dorsey's Band
Taken as a whole, it would seem a sub-committee, of which Dean
will notfal 1 into the above schedule. It is suggested that examinasupplied the music. However, the that the academic standards are i Moore Is chairman, will consider
tions
in these classes be given the 1st period on Monday. January 16.
happiness of the occasion was bal- being raised. Perhaps the chief of the problems of implementation
Night classes will have examinations at the regular meeting
anced by our sorrow at the loss evidence ot this, namely, the great of the sixth year of college work.
period during examination week,
of our beloved former president, number of unsatisfactories given at
The -full Advisory Committee
FINAL GRADES TO REGISTRAR
Dr. W. F. O'Donneu.
mid-semester, will remedy itself will be meeting on Monday and
All grades for the fall semester should be reported to the
During the summer. Memorial If students are made more aware Monday night. Dr. Moore is chairRegistrar's Office not later than 9:00 a. m., Tuesday. January 24.
Hall was revamped and Is now the of the importance of scholastic man of this committee and Dr.
In order that the grades may be processed as soon as possible, the
residence of some seventy co-eds. achievement.
Jaggers is a member of the cornRegistrar's Office would appreciate having grades turned in at the
Mrs. Robinson, their present SuperOne of the big social events of mittee by virtue of being president
earliest possible date after the examinations.
(Continued on Page Four)
of TEP8 this year.
visor, was undoubtedly a great

Second Dance
Band Organized

MISSIONARY TO
SPEAK SUNDAY

The Ideal Spouse - To - Be

Organization To Defend Congressional ROTC MEN GET
Investigations Formed By Students TOP ARMY JOBS

L T. C. To Present
3 One-Act Ploys

Interview Notice

Eastern Educators
Plan Big Weekend

I960 AT

EASTERN

Representatives
Attend Pi Omega
Pi Convention

FINAL EXAM SCHEDULE

EASTERN CHEERLEADERS are pictured at this Wednesday's special assembly program honoring
the basketball team. Coach Paul McBrayer announced that he made the entire student body who have
been loyal to the team honorary members of the team. The Maroon's lost Wednesday night's heartbreaker to U. L. 70 - 69. Saturday McBrayer seeks his 200th cage victory.
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MORE SERIOUS EXAMS
Now that we are all back from the holidays and
once again caught up in the' snarl of campus activities,
It suddenly comes as a rude shock that semester exams
are only eleven days away.
As we shake our heads and wonder how it all got
here so fast, a numb awareness creeps over us and a
mad rush for the library begins. Now many shake their
learned heads and say that this "cramming" is not
good, but we would like to disagree.
While certainly not the best nor the most efficient
way, most of us will admit that it always gets us

through.
However, many professors condemn not the cramming but the attitude that the students have in regards
to finals and academics in general, and here we are
forced to join them. Oh, certainly we have crammed
and gotten by, but this hardly condones the policy.
It is a tremendous shame that the students show
no real concern for exams and exhibit that "What me
worry?" attitude. Most students figure that with a
couple hours of cramming they can get a C and that's
good enough for anyone. The rest of the time can be
spent in the grill. Somewhere along the line the idea
of exams as a serious part of the learning process has
• been lost and exams are no more than a nuisance.
We believe that in the past several factors have
been responsible for this playing down of the importance of exams. While we do not know exactly what
will be this year's policy, we would like to offer a few
suggestions.
1. The campus movie be discontinued for exam
week.
2. Library hours be extended until 10 p. m. for
exam week.
3. Television be turned off in the dorms.
4. No organizational meetings be held.
5. Faculty members be instructed through the
Dean's office that no tests be given to students the
week preceding exams.
6. Faculty members not be allowed to change the
scheduled time of exams.
We believe that if these suggestions could be
enacted, there would exist on the campus better study
conditions for exams than found in the past.
And with favorable conditions, who knows, perhaps the students will study and the academic standards
will be improved.

TOUCHE'
by DAVE ADAMS

THE IPIOTICY
(A great work in literary crifjcism wherein the author
asserts with vigor his frtaUeniabJe rights to life, liberty,
and the pursuit, at the considerable expense of two of
the world's greatest works of literature.)
The Idioticy (a great work in literary criterion where in tKS
author asserts with vigor his inaliciable rights to life, liberty, and the
pursuit at the considerable expense of two of the worlds greatest works
of literature. I
This week, with a towel (for throwing in) clutched in one hand
and a white (untarred-suitable for waving) feather in the other, we
(notice how I hide behind the "editorial we") launch an unprovoked
attack upon Homer. (No offense intended to Homer-lovers and other
minority groups.) Homer, in case you are fortunate enough to have
forgotten, is the supposed author of the Illiad and the Odyssey. Born
before his time, or ours at least, he wasn't able to get through (convey
his message i to a lot of people. In fact, it may come as a surprise
to you, but any English versions of his stories that you may have seen
or were forced to read, were only translations! In fact Homer was
illiterate! He could neither read, write, nor speak English. (And our
children are forced to read his literary efforts!!) It has been asserted
that the original versions were deliberately spoiled by the inept translations of old dried up professors that miserably failed to convey the
wonders and splendors of the great originals. This is NOT TRUE!!!
They didn't do it on purpose. There wasn't much to convey.
The main flaw in the stories is the fact that all the characters
were foreigners. That means that in the mind of all Americans, there
can be no hero. T» have any impact at all. the stories should be set
in a modern American setting. Combining the two to reduce the
length and taking key letters from each title, we would naturally call
such a story the Idioticy.
Let us examine the stories to see what parts we should retain for
our modern versions. The Illiad, and the Odyssey, you will remember,
were wild tales involving a squabble among the gods, a man running
off with another man's wife, the resulting pursuit complicated by quarreling gods and people, the big fight and the horse, plenty of tormented
loves and lovers and a wild homecoming for those that got back.
Things of this nature have little basis in modern times. Polytheism Is
out of style. Sorrow over a lost love or "steady" is relegated to the
inexperiences pre-teen set. Wars are fought in sink holes and swamps
since cities and fortifications can be reduced to craters before you can
say, "Mushroom Cloud." What's left? What is important to the
present American generation. For what glorious ideals will they be
willing to fight, or rather for what will they be willing to believe that
someone else will fight?
Some people are very concerned about the love lives of movie stars,
but they take no action in any situation. They just like to read about
them. Even the movie stars are unconcerned. Take the Debbie, Eddie
and Liz triangle. All the trashy movie magazines sprouted cover titles
such as "Is Debbie and Eddie's Marriage on the Rocks?", "Was Mike
Todd's Plane Crash an Accident?", or "Will Elvis take Eddie's Place?"
(the answers all seemed to be yes). Soon you'll see the come on headline, "Why Liz doesn't worry". The story will state: the fact that
Liz is concerned because of the story about the vicious lies worrying
her because she was worried because of all the stories, that she couldn't
have a baby, that she was worried because of the stories that she was,
is untrue. She doesn't even know about it. She doesn't worry because
she doesn't read trashy movie magazines.
(Back to the subject) For the sake of argument (and we're sure
to get one). let us propose that the American College Student Is willing to fight for the glory and honor of "Dear old school." For a situation, let us say that some dirty (tactically speakingi, unprincipled
varmints (for lack of a more suitable, printable word) have desecrated
the buildings of "dear old school" with gigantic Blue M's or red Ws
(depending on where the school varmints are from). What would the
patriotic college students do? That's right! Desecrate them right
back. Let the retalitory force decide to take a train to their destination. There's always the possibility of meeting girls! If a student.were
to express his contempt for featherbeds and a member of the Railroad
union over heard snatches of the conversation the party could find
themselves stranded and picketed on a rail way siding. Plenty of opportunities for exciting fun, ech?
What does this have to do with the Illiad and the Odyssey? This
little situation is based on the same ideas: the principle that two
wrongs make a right, the whims of nature, and the wiles of human
nature. You should be able to write the rest of the story yourself.
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WHAT IS IN

VIEWS ON THE NEWS

by Captain Winiam Smith

Where will the United States strike next? It's a tossup between
Cuba and Laos; but since the situation in Cuba is seemingly more chaotically unstable. Laos should be the next aim of the big West's conquering force. For curiosity's sake, what does this minute, South
Asian country hold to make it the object of world focus at this moment.
Need the economic situation of continued air-drops of
supplies
this country be elaborated upon? and airlifts o f soldiers, as well
Surely the U.S. has no hopes for as direct pinpointing of the fact
invasion in order to Increase the that the U. 8. is supplying the
rice surplus of America. Laos is a legitimate
government
(thank
poor, somewhat primitive nation goodness!).
with problems of feeding its milIt's obvious that the spark of
lion as well as holding the ad- call the anti-Communist force
vancement of the spell of Com- under Boun Oum such, must be
munism in check. Two opposing kept burning. But, what price
forces are at work for the seeming glory? Somehow
the
present
betterment of the Laotians. Re- chaotic state of Laos leads one
bel Captain Kong Le remains in into a blurred outlook of the prothe jungles ' receiving supplies spects of that
nation, r nevsr
dropped tiom Russian Ilyushin truly understood Korea; must the
planes flying from North Viet world further my frustrations by
Mam. Thus, one sees hanky-panky adding Laos? A positive answer
as the great world power. Russia, to the present, unsolved problems
modestly intervenes in her usual of the world could be one button
cloak of sincere support. Good pushed—one H bomb released
big things:
prince, and premier, Bonn Oum Kennedy promised
big thing be
gladly accepts U. S. rice 'supplies why couldn't one
to feed the people in Vientiane. total annihilation ? Just wonderLaos' capital city. Both men are ing ... .point of interest....
stauch in opposite ideas and ideals,
yet nei'.her has advanced his convictions to the point of victory.
An interesting point arises when
If you like a book for the sheer
an introduction to the good Prince
Is made. It's no wonder that the fun of it, try Herb Gardner's A
Piece
Of The Action. Ifi all about
U. S. is supporting this gentleman (other than the fact that he a young man, just beglning to
is anti-Communist). A one :iian make his way in today's world, as
force, Boun Oum has taste in a designer in the (rift Industry.
luncheon companions; never does Even his bold, fresh talent doesn't
he entertain the thought of busi- alleviate the many surprises, pitness mixed with
pleasure—-his falls and fnSe leads that await
companions are uniquely female him in New Yolk where strangers
and they can dance too. How this are pressed as close as lovers and
affects his political status and where there's Santa flans In
success is debated (somewhere to August and cash registers In
December. Read about the man
be sure, maybe. . . .).
Could Laos become another who sent' himself caTe packages
Korea? It Vi a possibility although and aoout the collapsible Bed and
the U.S. presently lacks Truman's fold out girl. Gardner's style is
his satire,
art foi such engagements. Russian highly entertaining.
news agency Tass says. "Watch wicked; and his c h ar ac t e rs.
out if you don't want another throughly realistic. You'll enjoy
Korea." The U.S. noblely retaliates every hilarious minute of it.
Published by Ballantine Books,
with expressions of deep concern
about the Russian interest through available in pocket edition for 75c.

The professional educator has an obligation to contribute materially to the development and Improvement •©* the society in which we live.
For the professional educator, instruction is just about the begin-all
and end-all of his career span. Instruction, whether good or bad,' is a
transformer of thoughts, facts, actions and methods. Therefore these
thoughts, facts, actions, and methods must be transferred in the, proper
manner to adhere, be constructive and worth while.
Where does good instruction begin? It must begin with the instructor's ability to reason and to think clearly and dee«ly. It uf Impossible to talk convincingly and Interestingly until one Was the power
to reason and think deeply. As much as we pride ourselves on our
ability to research and gather material quickly; we do not receive
from this method, depth of thought and the intensive collateral material gained through the course of a broad career, which contributes
so much to broad understanding in instruction. Perhaps the value of
depth of thought and intensive collateral material can be compared to
a baseball pitcher warming up for a ball game. The act of warming up
is merely a process of loosening up muscles; the real conditioning has
already taken place, with prior practice and training.
Those things which give an Instructor poise and confidence before
a class are not the things he learned only yesterday; but the entire
roots and body of his philosophy and convictions, as they are directed
toward all courses of action. If our instructor is wise, he will utilize
all that he has heard, seen, and read, which arouses his interest.
From proper techniques and delivery combined with content m~
struction makes its most worth-while contribution to learning.' By
following this Idea the Instructor can realize two important dividends.
student learning and an increase in his own prestige.
There are many brilliant educators who are unnecessarily dull and
boring. Many lack Che ability to express the wide knowledge which
they possess or they hold in contempt the truth, it !s the "dynamic
flow of knowledge In Instruction, which is so very important, rather
than the static possession or hoarding of it. As technicians they have
a definite place, but it is on tap not as instructors. If they are instructors, they and their students would be much better oft If they
knew only half as much about the subject and twice as much about
how to present it.
Sight' and sound bombard the student, when oral instruction is
properly done. Those thoughts and ideas, which remain with a student, are the result of a particular person saying them in a particular
way at the most opportune time. We recall words and events because
we recall the occasions when they were spoken or done. We believe
in Ideas because of our impression of their source and In most cases,
with a student, the source Is the instructor.
The sum total of an instructor, his knowledge, sincerity, bearing,
enthusiasm, and gestures, propel the transfer of knowledge from the
teacher to the learner. Thought prevoklng knowledge means little or
nothing when it Is emitted from a drab, barren, lusterless personality.
Many instructors today are plagued with a growing instructional
disease, the inability to express themselves precisely. Such phrases
as, "The so-called"; "It would seem"; "Permit me to call attention to
the fact"; "Let me explain what I mean"; Let me make myself clear";
tend to make the student wonder, why in the world, he didn't say what
he meant In the first place.
There are many methods of instruction, lectures, conferences,
panels, seminars; which Is the most effective is dependent upon the
personality of each Individual instructor. However, in each case, the
common denominator, as far as personal success is concerned, is the
ability to be flexible in all cases and to think quickly on one's feet for
keenness is certainly a positive derivative of pressure.
Success in Instruction, like success In other fields, has a hidden
danger. Often the polished experienced instructor falls In love. This
is not bad In Itself, but he has to fall in love, with all things, the sound
of his own voice. When this occurs he often begins to monopolize all
the time available for learning which is at the expense of the student.
When an Instructor feels this coming on it is time tor him to become
hoarse and to be a listener.
Good Instruction like a piece of toast, is much better when It is
buttered, it has more flavor and is certainly more digestible.

Book Review
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LETTERS TO THE EDITORS

■60 GRADUATE EXPRESSES VIEWS

LUIGI'S PIZZA

Dear Sirs:
I have just read your article in the last Progress concerning EastFREE DELIVERY DAILY FROM
ern's academic standards.
I think that the best comment in the whole article was the succinct
4:00 P.M. to 11:00 P.M.
"Pretty damn bad." That sums it up quite well; Eastern's academic
If
You
Want your Food Delivered FREE,
standards ore pretty bad, and they'll remain that way until somebody
gets on the ball. And, with faculty and students blaming each other,
Just Phone your Order to Loo-ee-gee (Luigi)
it is evident that both are to blame. Unfortunately, the faculty are
often guilty of shoddy teaching, and guilty of a shoddy attitude toward
their teaching.
However, the students are equalOPEN SUNDAY — 4:00 P. M. • 11:00 P.M.
ly at fault - perhaps even more Dear Editor:
Have
you
ever
screamed
your
so than the faculty. It is conceivable that a teacher, after years lungs out, beat youi' hands iintil
of
having Just n bunch of numb, they were numb, and feel so weak
We were sorry to hear that Mrs. Sprague spent her
dumb clods in his classes, might Unit you wanted to sit down and
Christmas holiday in the hospital for an operation.
tend to become somewhat numb cry, I did. Or any other student
that went to see the Louisville Reply: We all hope that you are feeling much bet- himself, and not care how he Eastern
Game.
taught. The trouble is that four
ter.
years of high school, no different
Never before have I seen such a
from the first four, except for the pathetic job of refeieeing., Nevers
opportunity to raise a better brand before have I seen a team fight
To our great surprise after returning from Christ- of hell. They come to Eastern as as
hard as Eastern to win a ball
mas, we found the sidewalks had been shoveled free clods, and they leave that way. game and see those boys break
They sit down with a beer in one their hearts when everything iut
of snow.
hand and a poker spread in the Freedom Hall was thrown at them
Reply: Looks\like we've got a shovel happy crew. other, and they say. "Okay, boys, For this reason in all fairness
here I am- just try and teach me ireferee'y excluded) Eastern won
something; but you might as well that game 69 to 68. and no one
Walking down the sidewalk from the S. U. B. to save your energy, because I ain't is going to convince me any ditferently
Keith Hall the other night, I was saved by a friendly gonna learn one thing."
It is precisely at this point that
It seems strange that a man
passer-by from falling into one of those large unguard- the faculty deserve blame, because could dribble a ball and shot in 2
they could do something about the seconds. It even seems strange;ed holes.
situation, and don't. Any teacher that a coach can get the clock
Reply: Boys, if you've got any old Christmas tree who has any pride in his job stopped for Louisville when they
lights, how about putting them around those holes be- whatsoever, would see to it that have run out of time outs.
these "professional clods" get
To t!ie boy.-- of Eastern, there
fore someone does fall in.
what they deseive—a good swift rouldn't be any finer. Some might
boot where it hurts. However, the say that we are hillbillies because
pass the clods with C's. we go to Eastern well if thats so
We were told by reliable sources that a Professor teachers
which is all the clods want any- I am proud to be one, if this is
in tb,e science department has adopted a turtle for a way; and so the clods graduate in big city life, it stinks. In a way
four years, every bit as stupid as it reminds one of some Ky. polipet.
they were when they started. And. tics.
Reply: How quaint!
brother, arc they proud that they
I am not disheartened, but dishave escaped the corrupting taint gusted. This game reminds me of
of culture! "Who needs it?" they the Christians being fed to the
It seems that our governor has honored our direc- say. And out they go—the "train- hUBgary lions if officials of a
tor of student personnel to a much sought for position ed teachers for the schools of Ken- basketball game today could be
tucky" which Eastern is supposed classified whith the noble king
in the state.
to produce. Kentucky's Hope for of
beast's.
the Future.
Reply: Congratulations
For you Coach MacBrayer we
Of course, the best way to im- wish you the best with Western
' * •M
prove the academic standard at
Munay. because I feel that
1 Sj^^H
After going to see the East Tennessee game, we Eastern would be, as one student , and
vou have the best. In closing, all
were quite pleased by the performance of Larry Parks, suggested, the use Of college board j can sly_ Give them
exams in the selection of students.
Sincerely,
a bolt of lightning.
However, it is doubtful that colCharles Klonne
Reply: Coach McBrayer, got any more like him lege boards will ever be used at
Eastern, since the flag-wavers in- Dear Editor. '
on the bench?
sist that it's "discriminating" and
Why were Eastern students re"not democratic." And complete quired to attend school on a nademocracy must be maintained, tional holiday, namely Monday,
At this time we would like to apologize for slight- even at the. expense of education. January 2? It seems pretty unfair
7*
ing Dr. Kennemer's donation of his collection of Life Everybody who has had an educa- to make us change our plans and
/ /"^"V
tion
course
at
Eastern
knows
that.
come
back
here
to
work
when
magazines for the last twenty-five years.
The next-best solution would be moat other schools, colleges, busiXjfc
Reply: How about a collection of Playboy?
sectioning, as was suggested by a nesses, and stores were closed.
W.^M**<. .: S.<A5SS8
history teacher. At least it's a
The fact that Eastern has a
step in the right direction—a few basketball game Monday night is
students might get a good educa- probably the answer to my question if they did not have to carry tion, but this id also rather ridiculalong all the clods.
ous. After all. our team played two
One thing is clear: something games when school wasn't in sesshould be done, and soon, if East- sion and they could have played a
ern ever wants to get any reputa- third.
First quality flannel with the precise
tion other than that of a one-horse
Is it possible that
President
diploma mill.
tailoring you want! See plain front,
Martin would reconsider this proYours truly.
blem and give us an extra day of
tapered legs, cuffed bottom!
Save
Tommy Kelley
vacation between somesters?
plenty on this off-season special pur- Men Sizes
(Class of '60)
Sincerelv,
An Eastern Student
(Editor's Note: Mr. Kelley is an
2S to 3*
chase!
honor graduate of Eastern and is
(Editors Note: If it is any conRICHMOND. KENTUCKY
presently attending the University solation, we understand that the
of Arkansas where he received a three Other state colleges attended
Remember You COR Charge tt af Penneys
fellowship for work on his M.A. classes last Monday. The Univerdegree.)
sity did not.)
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Maroons
Win
OVC
Opener;
ROUND-UP
Nudged Out By U. of I. 70 - 69_
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MAROON

With LARRY KNARR

The Eastern Maroons handily polished off the
buccaneers of East Tennessee Monday night in
•reparation for the roughest part of their schedule.
The Maroons played the number four Louisville

t)«r"
$
_*t__.

Till* has to 1»e tiii roughest week on the schedule
of any team in'the nation When such thing* as
rivalry and home court advantage are considered.
™" • ' f
p ' •
. Hers are a few facts and figures on the Eastern Maroons for our statistic-nlindsd readers.
Through the first six games, of which the Maroons
fforc four, Carl Cole hetfds the scoring parade with
an average of 187 points per game. Other boys
avenging to'double-figures are Phil Estepp (12.6)
and Ray Gardner (10.6). Three other players are
averaging very close to ten points a ball game. They
t^W Richardson (9.9). Larry Parks (9.0). and
ROland Wierwille (9.0). you could hardly ask for
t'jMTUr balanced scoring attack.
{ . Larry Parks, (he Arlington, Indiana Junior who
seems to have won himself a starting position with
Ss outstanding play, has hit on an amazing 56 per
nt of his shots from the field, connecting on 23 of
"1 attempts. Parks, whose all-around ability Is
rawing rave notices from all who have seen him in
cjripn, hit on seven of ten shots in the East T»nessee game, while chalking up seventeen points.
. 'arks also played a great defensive game, holding
East Tennessee's Tom Chilton, the nation's third
leading scorer, to two field goals the first half before!-picking up his fourth personal foul.
i
Strangely enough, Parks' phenomenal shooting
ccuracy (70 per cent) was only second best for
The Maroons that evening. Phantom Phil Estepp,
he Paintsvllie Phantom, hit ah uncanny 77 per cent.
»il'connected on IS of 17 field goal attempts. reCording 27 points for his season's high. We shudder
to think how many points Phil and Larry would
ka-ve scored if they shot as many times as did Chilton. For the season, Estepp has made 36 of 70
♦hots for 51.4 per cent.
'
Carl Cole has hit 45.6 per cent of his shots and
Ralph Richardson has connected on 45.5 per cent
pf his. As a team, the Maroons are hitting 42 per
rent on the season.
In the free throw department, where the Maroons are high among the nation's leaders with
72.5 per cent, sparkling exhibitions have been turned
In, by Cole and Ray Gardner. Cole, who broke the
school record by sinking his first twenty free throws
Of", the season, has. missed only two of thirty-six
shots, giving him an average of 94.4. Gardner has
fired In 14 of 18 for 93.3 per cent.' Estepp has also
been1 deadly from the charity stripe, hitting on 16
pf 20 for 80 per cent.
j '' Roland Wierwille has been the team's leading
rebounder, snagging 91 or 8.8 a game. Behind
Roland
are Gardner (8.1), Parks (7.8), and Richardson1 (7.7). The name of Parks seems to show up
all over the place.

\- *

•

*

•

•

" We'd like to know if any other basketball team
to 'the country, be it high school, college, or pro.
can boast of two starting guards hitting on better
than half of their field goal attempts. Our own
Phil' Estepp and Larry Parks are doing it, but it's

a good bet that no one else in the country (make it
Oio world) Is!
i

•

•

•

•

The Maroons, although they've outscored, their
opponents 221-174 from the field this season, seem
to always gat the worst of the officiating. The
Maroons have shot 149 free throws so far while
their opponents have shot 224. We realise that
Eastern has a rugged and aggressive defense, but
c'mon refs, there shouldn't be that much difference!
a

•

•

•

The Ma<"oons returned last week from a nervewracking trip to the Lone Star State, where they
split a pair of games with members of the Southwest Conference.
The Maroons boarded a plane Wednesday morning at 7:30 and thanks to a bit of stormy, icy
weather, did not arrive at their destination until
7:30 that evening. Twelve hours on a plane has
never been known to add to the performance of any
basketball team and the Maroons were stomped the
following night by Texas A A M to the tune of
76-57.
The Maroons shot an icy 32.4 per cent and
seemed to have trouble breathing in the Texas air.
Lubbock is 3400 feet above sea level and the Maroons were described as "looking like they were
trying to play in quick-sand". Parks, a mere 6-1
and a guard, was the game's leading rebounder and
played his usual spirited game. He went high on
one occasion to beat Texas A & M's gigantic center,
who was 7-1, to rebound. Somebody must have forgotten to tell Larry that he didn't have a chancel
The following night, the Maroons came 'blazing
back. Ignoring the unfriendly atmosphere, the determined Maroons put on a fine display of basketball
in defeating a strong Texas Tech quintet, 78-66.
Half time found the Maroons on the short end of'a
46-38 score. Texas Tech had hit on 56.7 per cent
of its shots and would probably have led by 30
points normally.
Tech might just as well have crawled back into
the woodwork in the second half, however, as the
Maroons outscored them 40 to 20. This was quite
a feat when the following things are considered:
(1) Texas Tech was playing at home; (2) Texas
teams, like Kentucky teams, very rarely lose at
home; (3) Texas Tech committed only two fouls
in the first half; and (4) Texas Tech hit close to 60
per cent of their shots the first half. The last mentioned fact alone would be sufficient to demoralize
the ordinary team, but then Eastern does hot Have
an ordinary team.

•

*

•

*

The Maroons met and clobbered St. Mary's of
Texas during the Christmas holidays. The win.
twenty-seventh straight at home for Eastern, was
sparked by Carl Cole's 26 points and Ray Gardner's
19. The score was 96-62 and the Maroons completely outclassed the smaller Rattlere, leading at one
point by 40 points. Ray Gardner plucked off 13
rebounds for the Maroons.

•'

*

•

•

Allen Hughes, son of Eastern Athletic Director
Charles "Turkey" Hughes, has been commissioned a
Kentucky Colonel by Governor Bert Combs. Young
Hughes, a junior at the U. S. Naval Academy at
Annapolis, had the distinction of playing in both
the Gator Bowl Basketball Tournament and the
Orange Bowl football game:
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Basket In Final
Seconds Fatal

HOME WINS

Mm ar

The Eastern Maroons looked
very good in spots and not so good
in other .-pois In recording their
28th consecutive home-court victory .at the expense of East Tennessee by the score of 95-80.
The Maroons were led by the
unbelievable snarp-s h o o t i ng of
Phif Estepp, Larry Parks, and
Carl Cole. Among the' three, they
scored 65 points and hit a fieldgoal percentage of 64r/r. The rest
of the team scored only 30 points
while connecting on but 23V< of
their shots.'
Ray Gardner led the Maroons in
rebounding with 13 while Ralph
Richardson bagged 10. Larry
Parks and Jack Upchurch did a
sterling defensive job on highscoring' Tom Chilton to the first
half, holding him to just two
buckets. With Parka and Upchurch both in foul trouble the
second half, Chilton broke loose
and finished as the game's leading" scbfer with 32 points.
A lay-up by Jim RidaicK and
two free throws by Frank Morrison'gave the Bucs a short-lived
4-0 lead, but three fielders by
Parka and another by Gardner
around Chilton'S two free throws
gave the Maroons a lead they
never relinquished.
The Maroons built up a comfortable lead by half time, at which
point they led 48-31. The margin
reached as much as thirty points
in the second half, but the latter
portion of the game was raggedly
played by the Maroons, allowing
Bast Tennessee to cut the lead in
half before the final buzzer.
The 'game, which was rather
loosely officiated with most of the
breaks going to the Miroons. saw
Eastern amass a season high of 70
rebounda to East Tennessee's 43.
The Maroons
finished with a
42.4 shooting percentage with 39
goals in 92 attempts. Their free
throw percentage, ninth best in
the nation last week, among the
major colleges, dropped some as
Eastern hit only 17 of 27. Cole's
seven of eight free throws upped
his total' for the season to 34 out
of 36 attempts.
Leading scorers for Eastern
were Estepp with 27 (13 of 17 attempts from the field). Cole with
23 (8 of 17 attempts from the
field), Gardner scored 16 points.
9 of them to the first half.
Thirteen of Parks' 15 points came
in the first half.
The victor gave the Maroons a
1-0 O.V.C. plate and a season's
record of 5-2. The
next home
game will be Saturday. January
14 with Middle Tennessee.
Eastern (95)
G
F
P
T
Cole
8
7-8
3
23
Gardner
6
4-5
3 16
Richardson
12-3
3
4
Parks
7
1-4
5
15
Estepp
13
1-2
3 27
Wierwille
10-0
2
2
Upchurch
12-3
5
4
White
N0
0-0
1
0
Redmond
0
0-2
0
0
Plckett
0
0-0
1
0
Muelller
10-0
1
2
Werk
10-11
2
Totals

39

East Term. (80) G
Brvfa
3
Chilton
11
Phillips
ft
Morrison
8
Riddick
1

17-27 28
F
0-0
10-13
2-2
2-2
3-3

P
2
2
2
3
1

95
T

a

32
4
14
5

Jumping high for the rebourd in Monday's game aga inst East Tenp., are Richardson (351. Gardner
(25). East Tennessean Riddick i3.'ii, and Parks I21I. The Maroons won their OVC opener 95 - 80.
Crumley
Range
Netschke
Coulter
Taylor
McQuery

0
0
1
4
1
0

0-1
3-4
0-1
1-2
3-9
0-0

1

2
II

ii

2 1-3 3 5
\
(i F P T Leathers
Armstrong
0 0-1 0 0
B -s-e A-- 15 Finzier
6 0-0 2 12
4 4-6
28 18-26 16 70
Total*
0-0
86 SS—09
l.a-.lc i ci Kentucky
6-11
l.ullK\ illr
34 36—70
0-0
Attendance-9.257
0-0
1-4
Michigan State
played before
2.5 II) >7 19
499.703 football fans In nine j ames
(i
P
during I960.
8 8-9
1 11
1 4-6
Inn Robertson, 193-pound Yale
4 1-2
sophomore wrestler, calls Hawaii
4 3-1
his home.

EASTERN KV.

:; Cole
2

9 Gardner
5 Richardson
1
0 Estepp
Parks
Wierwille
Totals
28 24-39 19
80 Upchurch
Eastern
48 46-95 Totals
East Tennessee
31 49 80 LOUISVILLE
Turner
NOTES PROM THE
Sawyer
Olaen
MAROONS
Stacey
WE GET LETTERS—"Deal Kubenstein'
Mr. Feltner: I saw your
team
when they played in Buffilo. and
I agree that you got "robbed."
You could beat St. Bonaventure 10
FREE
of 15 times
Daily in the Buffalo papers, they are putting in
PANTS
write-ups which tell ;ihout Mr.
WITH
McBrayer's complaining and the
papers are sticking up for Bon.i.
ANY
1

feel sorry for you

2
3

you 'got

robbed'."- Gerald Kissell. Buffalo,
N.Y. (Note: The letter refers u.
Eastern's 78-69 loss to third ranked St. Bonaventme in Huff-ilo two
weeks ago. Bonaventure overcame
a 10 point deficit midway in the
second half to win. and committed
Just 5 personal fouls the second
half.)
THE MAROONS' FAILURE to
reach the century maik Monday
night against East Tennessee
marked the first time in three
years, they have not scored 100
points or more in
Richmond
against the Tcnnesseans. The
Maroons won 95-80 and it appealed that they would e isily,surpass
100 points. Who cares. . .certainly
Coach McBrayer is satisfied that
his Maroons won the important
conference game.
BAOK-TRACKINO Going back
to the St. Bonaventure game
many folks around Richmond feel
that the Bonnie* got a taste of
their own medicine Saturday night
when Ohio State edged them by
2 points. A goal-tending foul late
In the game greatly hurt their
chances and the breaks just didn't
go their way when the chips wore
down. Does the term
'favorite'
mean the best team or does it
have another meaning?
CONGRATULATIONS
FROM
EASTERN KENTUCKY STATE
COLLEGE to the very fine TEXAS
TECHNOLOGICAL COLLEGE in
Lubbock for the grea*. organlzatlon of your institution and a su'ccessful holiday doublehendcr program.—Don Feltner
Bill Bruton, Detroit's new center fielder, batted above his .276
career average in his laat foui
season with Milwaukee.
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For the second time this year
Eastern's basketball fate rested
in the hands of the referees. If a
new award for losing in the waining minutes of the game was originated this year, we would surely win it hands down.
The Maroons now have threo
defeats, two coming at the hands
of the nation's third and fourth
ranked teams after Eastern seemed well in command in the late
stages.
The latest blow to Eastern prestige came on Ron Rubenstein's
shot at the gun Wednesday night
giving unbeaten, fourth-rated Louisville a 70-69 squeaker.
Earlier this season, Eastern loll
7S-M) to third ranked St. Bonaventure after holding a 10-point
lead at one stage of the final period and staying in front until
nine minutes remained.
Eastern Kentucky earned the
fight to 11-point favored Louisville and with 7:46 remaining the
Maroons were in front 58-49.
Louisville came back courageously and with 15 seconds left
John Turners bucket made it 6968.
On the throw-in from out-ofbounds, the ball hit an Eastern
player and rolled outside. Referee
Max Macon called time, saying
there was too much confusion
with players of both sides snatcnmi: for the ball.
Rubenstein got it. fired from 2b
feet and the Cards, had a 12-0 record instead of an apparent defeat.
Estepp Scores 20 Points
Turner's 24 led Louisville. Phil
Estepp hit 20 for Eastern .., Carl Cole was close behind
F.stepp with 17 for Eastern and
Jack Gardner hooped 10. Roland
Wierwille. who was benched on
fouls with little less than three
minutes remaining, scored only six
but did an outstanding job under
the boards.
The Cardinals out rebounded the
Maroons 19 to 15 in the first 20
minutes and for the game 36 to 30.
Cole and Wierwille grabbed seven
each for the local team. Eastern
committed 12 floor errors and
Louisville 11.
Eastern had surged from a 36-34
halftime lead and had built its
lead to 58-49 on Estepp's crip with
eight minutes left in the thriller.
Turner's work then cut the Maroons' margin to 60-55. ESC extended its lead back to eight, 6355. when Estepp scored on a jump
shot. Despite Estepp's continued
hot shooting, Louisville battled
hard and set the stage for Its
grandstand finish.
T. V. Lark, winner of nine races
in 22 starts in 1960. earned $393,900 iluring the year.

BOB'S
SALE
STARTS
FRIDAY
AT 8:30 A.M.

a

Bob Pnrkey was the work.
of Cincinnati's pitching staff
season. He tossed 252 inni
won 17. lost 11.

'A OFF
ON
JACKETS,
SWEATERS.
AND
SHIRTS

LARGE
SELECTION
OF
SUITS.
TOPCOATS.
SPORT
COATS
REDUCED
AS MUCH
AS Va

LARGE
TABLE
OF CASUAL
SCHOOL
SLACKS
$2.99
($4.95 Vol.)

C OME — SAVE MONEY
ON GOOD MERCHANDISE.
YOU KNOW
YOU

ARE

ALWAYS

WELCOME

AT

Bob's Men's Shop
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY
"
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EASTERN

SNAPPY SERVICE GRILL
"Where friends Meet and Enjoy Good Food"
QUICK SERVICE!
T-BONE STEAKS
$1.25

MEAL TICKETS
$5.50 for $5.00

BUS STATION
3rd & Water

PHONE
1050

WAYMAN'S
DEP'T.
RICHMOND

STORES
—

BEREA

"The Bargain City of the Blue Grass"

BBfflf

PROGRESS

SEEKS 200TH
IG VICTORY

REAL ESTATE BROKER
Private and Auction Sales
PHONES: 858 — 894
OFFICE —127 W. IRVINE STREET

BUY NOW FOR THE NEW YEAR
OR "LAY - IT - AWAY"

JANUARY

SALE!

20%

DISCOUNT

TO ALL STUDENTS ...
FACULTY AND EMPLOYEES . . .
ON ALL NATIONALLY ADVERTISED
NAME BRAND MERCHANDISE!

Longines, Hamilton, Silver, Norelco,
Ronson, Pearls, Bulova, Diamonds,
Speidel, Birthstone Rings, Elgin,
Sunbeam, Timex, Remington, BenruS,
Schick, Gruen — We sell ONLY
Nationally Known Famous Name
Brands . . . Terms to Suit!

KESSLER'S
Richmond's ONLY Cut-Rate
Jewelry
Guaranteed Jewelry and Watch Repair Service!
Just Check our Prices—See for Yourself ...
Don't Buy, if not Convinced!
Next Doer to Begley's
Phone 1266

THE COLONEL DRIVE IN
INC.
TUESDAY SPECIAL!
Featuring

COL SANDERS RECIPE

■Coach Paul McBrayer -has had has amassed u total of 199 basketmany miles-tones in hla brilliant ball victories-as. against 131 decoaching: career, but none could feats while playing a major-league
have been as formidable to attain worksheet' thus far In the 1960-61'
as will be hla quest for hla 200th campaign.-.
basketball victory at Eastern KenThe Maroons' decisive 99-80
tucky State College, especially if thumping of Bast Tennessee in the
he expects to gain it this week.
conference debut caused several
Saturday
night
in
Bowling OVC coaches; who scouted
the
Green, the Maroons tangle with game to realize fears they had
earlier
exported
Four
men
finishtheir archrivala,
Weatern Kentucky's Hllltoppers. in an import- ed In double figures as the fast
ant Ohio Valley Conference clash. breaking Maroons ran, ran, and
building up
The fur will fly m this one as a ran wtlll more, in
win by either team would put the thirty leads in the early going of
winner in the drveY'a seat in the the second half and coasted on to
ther 28th consecutive home court
hot OVC race.
Should this attempt prove futile, win.
the Maroons will have another
crack at
presenting
McBrayer
with the coveted prize
Monday
night as they go up against anoth(Ooatlnued from Page One)
er toughie. the Murray Thoroughbreds, in another OVC encounter the year was, of course, the fesat Murray.
tivities of homecoming. Miss SheeSince taking over the reigns at han was crowned Queen by Dr.
Eastern at the start of the 1946- Martin.
Everyone enjoyed the
47 season, the popular forme'r Unl- parade and the gala events of the
veiwlty of Kentucky A11-American day, and as for the game, at least
we didn't -lose.
Speaking of sports, quite a sensation was caused by the events of
last season's Eastern-Western basKastern (96)
FG FT PF TV ketball game. There waa exten26 sive controversy as to who was
Cole
9
8
3
19 right in the matter, however, the
Gardner
7
5
3
12 general consensus of opinion apWierwille
4
4
3
7 peared to indicate that most of the
Estepp
3
14
12
Richardson
5
2
3
student body was in support of the
Upchurch
2
0
3
4 Maroons' action.
Parks
3
2
3
B
The recent elections were the
2
Plckett
10
0
0 topic of much discussion and deMueller
0
0
1
Werk
0
0
0
0 bate among both students and
6 teachers. We were in fact honored
White
2
2
3
Totals
36 24 26
96 by a visit from John Payne, who
St. Mary's (6!)
FG FT PF TP came in support of Nixon and
14 Cooper.
Sampson
2 10
5
In general, the sympathies ot
12
Miles
4
4
2
2
12 most Easterner's was not In harSchelbel
4
4
mony
with that of the remainder
Burrows
2
3
2
7
2
5 of the state and nation.
Sager
2
1
0
4
.lowers
2
0
Several new rules have also made
3 their appearance and brought with
Mensenvtch
1
1
4
0
3 them some'bit of opposition. StuMoreno
1
1
2 dents are no longer allowed to
Brieske
1
0
1
Bads
0
0
0
0 walk on the grass. (It has to be
0
0 reserved fdr the bulldozers.)
Boedlng
0 . 0
Totals
19 24 18
62
The addition of new lights and
Eastern
....42 M—96 a no-parking-in-front-of-the - dorms
St. Mary's
27 35—62 regulation has had considerable
effect upon the romantic inclinations of Eastern's student body.
KASTERN KY.
<; F
All In all, the year could have
Cole
4 7-8
been better,and it could also have
Gardner
1 01
been worse. Let us hope that 1961
Wierwille
2 0-0
will bring us those things that pro2 1-1
Upchurch
mote a gseater student-Interest and
Estepp
2 1-1
an increased effort for advanceRichardson
3 2-4
ment and understanding.
Parks
3 0-2
White
2 1-1
Tackle Bob Lilly, e-foot-5 texas
Redmond
3 0-0
Christian football star, is rated by
Plckett
0 0-3
Coach Abe Martin as the beat
Moeller
o 0-1
lineman he ever coached.
English
o 1-1
Totals
22 15-23 24
All-America halfback Joe BelTEXA8 AJ..M
G
F P
lino of Navy scored five touchD. Stanley
7 2-4
downs in three games against
Windham
8 J-5
Army.
~Brouasard
4 11-12
Annett
4 5-6
P. Stanley
2-3
Minor
2-2
Quails
2-2
Young
0-0
Dm bon
1-2
Keller
00
SMIth
0-0
Cralg
o-o
0
Totals
24 28-M 1« 7«
Eastern Kentucky
M 21—47
Texas AIM
39 37—7*
Attendance—5,000.

I960 At Eastern

1

3 Off

GLYNDON
BARBER SHOP
"FLAT - TOPS
Our SPECIALTY"
Underneath
GLYNDON HOTEL

COATS
DRESSES
SWEATERS
SKIRTS

Smart Shops
College & Career

W. O. HARBER

EASTERN KY.
Cole
Gardner
Richardson
Batepp
Parks
Upchurch
Wierwille
Redmond
Totals
TEXAS TECH
Patty
Hennlg
Hudgens
Mounts
Percival
Glndorf
Clark
Totals
Eastern Kentucky
Texas Tech
Attendance—5,000.

11
3

0
S3
G
1
2
5
7
5
3
0
23

F
5-5
0-0
M
0-1
2-2
0-0
0-0
0-0
12-13
F
0-1
3-3
5-7
10-14
2-3
0-1
0-0
20-29
38
48

P
3
1
3
5
3

T
27
6
19
«
10

19
P

78
T

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

40—78
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BURD'S
Drug Store
Fountain • Luncheonette
Prescriptions
FREE DELIVERY
7 A. M. to 7 P. M.
Phones 244 & 245

I
I

French Fries-or Mashed Potatoes,

GENERAL INSURANCE
McKee Building
Richmond, Kentucky

•!!'.*!*

mmr r.OR:w
■

450 OAK
PHONE 367

cell

STARTING

Aniin**

FRIDAY!

The most desirable woman
in town and the easiest
ELIZABETH TAYLOR
LAURENCE HARVEY
EDDIE FISHER
X»M
OMUU*

BUTTERFIELD

OMMEmt

Fabric Cl.
Clearance dale:
Sale!
Mickey has only Two Big Sales each year ...
Home Ec Students and gals who sew—Don't Miss This One!

GREEN'S BARBER SHOP
5 COMPETENT BARBERS

Ginghams—Drip Dries

Supporting Eastern Al The Way!
South 2nd Street

Only — 39c yd.
I Group Cottons, Outing, Rayons, Blends

Galey & Lord—Dan River
Reg. 79c to 1.49

All —50c yd.

Reg. 49c to 98c

All Wools - Corduroys - Rayon Flannel - Matte Jersey

OPELL'S

Reduced 1/3 to 1/2 regular price—Terrific Buys!

SUBWAY RESTAURANT
FIRST & MAIN
IF YOU'RE ON A DIET, DON'T
COME IN
BECAUSE WE FILL YOU TO
YOUR CHIN

100%

Skirt Lengths
Prom our Regular
2.98 to 4.98 stock

All — 77c yd.

I Yd. —$1.77

54" Wool and Orion and Wool Jersey
Reg. $2.49 to $2.98 yd. — All $ 1.49 yd.

Richmond Office Equipment

20% Off on All Fancy Dress Fabrics
Brocade Satin, Silk Organza, Velveteen, and Laces

"School and Office Supplies"

MICKEY'S

PHONE 2473
South Third Street

Richmond, Ky.

FABRICS

Next Door to Madison Theater

204 E. Main Street, Richmond, Ky.
H JS8S8B MBttB &MS

No need to look farther than your Chevrolet dealer's to find the car you're looking for. There
under one roof you can pick from 30 models—almost any type of car for any kind of going.
A whole new crew of Chevy Corvairs for '61, including four wonderful wagons unlike any built
before in the land. Thrifty Chevrolet Biscaynes, beautiful Bel Airs, elegant Impalas and six
spacious Chevy wagons—all with a Jet-smooth ride. Come in and choose the one you want the
easy way—on a one-stop shopping tour!

KHil^mh'-i*
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I
I
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Here's all anyone could want in a car! One of a full line of five Impalas
with Chevy's sensible new dimensions, inside and out.

NOW-BIG-CAR COMFORT AT SMALL CAR PRICES
These new Biscaynes—6 or V8—are the lowest priced full-sized
Chevies. Yet they five you a full measure of Chevrolet roominess.

New '61 Chevrolet BEL AIR 2-DOOR SEDAN

New '61 Corvair 500 LAKEWOOD STATION WAGON
One of Corvair's wonderful ne'w wagons for '61, this 6-passenger
Lakewood gives up to 68 cu. ft. of storage space.

New lower priced 700 CORVAIR CLUB COUPE

•.♦V»"k
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Corvair brings you space, spunk and savings in '61. Thriftier sedans
and coupes with more luggage space. That rear engine's spunkier,
too, and there's a new gas-saving rear axle ratio to go with it.

i * -■
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New '61 Chevrolet IMPALA 2D00R SEDAN

Beautiful Bel Airs, priced just above the thriftiest full-sized Chevies,
' "■: J • bring you newness you can use. Larger door openings, higher easychair seats, more leg room in front, more /oot room in the rear.

I

WOOL

Better Dress Fabrics
Reg. 1.39 to 2.96
Challis, Crepe, Dacron. Arnel,
Silk & Cotton Tweed, Pampered Cotton

New '61 Chevrolet 4-DOOR BISCAYNE 6
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The skin'i quickly evaporating moisture must be
retained—the oils must be
replenished. Ask about
Merle Norman's Dry Skin
Twins. Keep those tiny surface lines from destroying
your beauty.
Bry Skin Twtm J.I J.7J pftn M.

L. H. MINTER

One-Stop Shopping makes it easy to make
the right buy at your Chevrolet dealers !

t

1961

BURNAM AND HARBER

fa^saa'aa

KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN
Cole Slaw, Biscuits and Gravy

Bowman and Dr. Fred P. Giles,
chapter sponsor.
Another initation is scheduled
for next semester. Also, the Kappa
PI is working on an exhibit disThe Alpha Alpha Psi chapter of playing work of the members. All
Kappa PI. honerary Art society, members are urged to bring their
recently iniated five new members. work to Dr. Giles office.
Those iniated were Bill Blan kenThe next meeting date will be
ship. Tom Bnsslin. Jack Lovely. ported.
Harold Wilder, and Elizabeth Mulllns.
r
The five students went through
the standard cermonies of Kappa
Pi which were conducted by President Clyde Pack, with special assistance from Chester Buchanon,
Chuck Adams,
Liz Shaw, Kay

Kappi Pi Initiates
5 New Members

Eastern Vs. Texas

EVANS C. SPURLIN

Thursday, January 5,

*

^See thene^Chevrolet cars, Chevy Corvairs and the new Corvette at your local authorized Chevrolet dealer's
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